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 At LA’s Various Small Fires, Liz Magic Laser’s Primal Speech engaged with more recent 
political issues. The booth is conceived as a primal therapy suite, complete with padded walls and 
screaming jars. In a video, a life coach invites “participants” to share their feelings about Brexit 
and the rise of Donald Trump, and their own sensations of anger and impotence. That it is hard to 
tell which answer responds to a political question and which to an emotional one suggests how 
deeply political affiliation is driven by emotional forces. As a work it connects interestingly to 
James Bridle’s Cloud Index, a recent digital commission for Serpentine Gallery, which suggests 
links between voting patterns and the weather in the UK.
 A suite of booths is this year dedicated to key gallery exhibitions of the 1990s. Among them, 
Richard Billingham’s astonishing photo series Ray’s a Laugh (published in 1996), has lost none of 
its impact, either in portraying a squalid, troubled domestic existence with deeply felt and nuanced 
affection, or in its use of domestic light and composition.
 There’s currently not much evident at Frieze drawing on a view of the world close to that 
Billingham offered from within a tower block in Cradley Heath outside Birmingham. Is it down to 
depleted social mobility in the UK? Or would the Billingham of today have escaped into a screen and 
carried out a parallel existence online rather than forcing himself to really look at his own parents, and 
the spiral of debt and dependency that was consuming them?
 Other emerging talents of the 1990s—notably Wolfgang Tillmans and Dominique Gonzalez-
Foerster—have now been enfolded into the mainstream. A major retrospective of Tillmans’s work opens 
at Tate in February, and his silvery white north-European light, and fascination with subcultural aesthetics 
have been drawn on in recent decades, most recently in Gosha Rubchinskiy’s studies of post-Soviet 
youth culture.
 This is Frieze Magazine’s 25th anniversary year, and the enduring impact of the generation 
of artists that appeared in that decade is as much a tribute to the new generation of publications that 
flourished in the 1990s (which include Purple, i-D and Dazed & Confused as well as Frieze itself) and the 
emergence of a new type of art museum (of the type that would welcome and accommodate the space-
filling, physically and intellectually accessible works of, say, Gonzalez-Foerster) as it is to the artists 
themselves.




